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In his purist approach to architecture and interior design, Eero Saarinen sought the essential idea and reduced it to the most effective structural solution within an overall unity of design. “The underside of typical chairs and tables makes a confusing, unrestful world,” explained Saarinen. “I wanted to clear up the slum of legs.” In his pedestal collection, which includes a dining, coffee and side table, Saarinen realized his ideal of formal unity.

The tables are available with laminate, stone, or veneer tops with a base in black, white or grey finish. Select finishes and sizes are appropriate for outdoor use.
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**FINISHES**

Please visit knoll.com/surface-finish-library to view all finishes and swatches.

### Marble Tops (Satin or Polished)
- Arabescato
- Calacatta (Available in uncoated finish)
- Carrara (Available in uncoated finish)
- Grey
- Grigio Marquina
- Espresso

### Granite Tops
- Black Andes
- Nero Marquina
- Portoro
- Verdi Alpi

### Laminate Tops
- Light Oak Veneer
- Light Walnut Veneer
- Reff Dark Cherry
- Ebonized Walnut Veneer
- Rosewood Veneer

### Base
- Matte Black
- Black
- Grey
- White